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BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS FOR PARALEGALS, 1/e combines the ethical,
practical and professional topics relating to Business Organizations with the most
contemporary cases and substantive material. Taking a hands-on approach, it
offers comprehensive coverage and uses practice tips, critical thinking exercises,
landmark case law, case scenarios, and portfolio builders to reinforce concepts.
At the beginning of the text, each student is asked to create their own mock
business that can be used to complete chapter assignments and exercises.
Throughout the text, articles written by practicing paralegals are included to
assist students as they transition from student to practicing paralegal.
For courses in Paralegal Studies. Build a strong foundation in Paralegal Studies
Since the publication of the First Edition of The Paralegal Professional : The
Essentials , the paralegal profession plays an increasingly more important role in
the delivery of legal services. The Paralegal Professional : The Essentials
provides students with the conceptual knowledge, analytical skills, and firm
understanding of ethical issues they need to succeed as paralegals in today's
legal environment. The book is shaped by insights of real legal professionals with
whom paralegals work to offer relevant information for use in the workplace. The
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text illuminates specific tasks and roles paralegals will play in the workplace to
fully prepare them to enter the field. The Fifth Edition builds a foundation of
knowledge which students can augment as they work towards a profession in the
field of law.
Go beyond rote memorization. Contemporary Business and Online Commerce
Law presents business law, ethics, and the legal environment in a way that will
spur readers to ask questions and go beyond rote memorization. The seventh
edition emphasizes coverage of online law and e-commerce as key parts of the
legal environment as well as today's social, ethical, and international issues that
are important to the study of business law.
Titles in Barron’s Business Review series are widely used as classroom
supplements to college textbooks and often serve as a main textbook in business
brush-up programs. Business Law focuses on the importance of legal theory in
the everyday business world, explaining such subjects as tort responsibility,
government regulations, contracts, environmental law, product liability, consumer
protection, and international law, among many other topics. Also discussed in
detail are the legal aspects of partnerships, franchises, and corporations, as well
as special topics that include business crimes, property as a legal concept,
intellectual property, and similar pertinent topics. A study aid labeled Key Terms
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appears at the beginning of each chapter, and You Should Remember
summaries are strategically interspersed throughout the text.
This book provides the richest selection of landmark (traditional) and
contemporary (within the last three years) cases for business students, including
more cases on information technology and e-commerce law than any other book.
Topics present a summarized/brief approach to cases.This edition contains over
75 new cases that have been decided in the past three years, including ones
covering IT and e-Commerce - dedicated chapters cover Intellectual Property
and Internet Law, and Electronic Commerce and Information Technology
Licensing. Over 45 "Online Commerce & Internet Law" boxes focus on the legal
issues businesses face as they either launch new Internet ventures or rise to the
challenge of incorporating on-line technologies into their existing business
models.For those in Business Law professions.
Primarily a text for courses in Business Law, Contemporary Business Law can
also serve as a handy resource/reference for newcomers to the world of
business. ¿ Take students beyond rote memorization and into true understanding
of the concepts and their implications. ¿ This motivating, up-to-date text presents
business law, ethics, and the legal environment in a way that intrigues students,
spurs them to ask questions, and takes them beyond rote memorization as they
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learn the issues and concepts. With its emphasis on covering online law and ecommerce as key parts of the legal environment--as well as today's social,
ethical, and international issues that are important to the study of business
law--it's the ideal text for your one- or two-semester undergraduate course in
Business Law. ¿ This text provides a better teaching and learning experience--for
you and your students. Here's how: Tailor the material to your specific course
with the Custom Database option. Draw students into the material with a rich
selection of cases. Address issues critical to the field of business law today.
For one- or two-semester undergraduate courses in Business Law Take students
beyond rote memorization and into true understanding of the concepts and their
implications. This motivating, up-to-date text presents business law, ethics, and
the legal environment in a way that intrigues students, spurs them to ask
questions, and takes them beyond rote memorization as they learn the issues
and concepts. With its emphasis on covering online law and e-commerce as key
parts of the legal environment—as well as today’s social, ethical, and
international issues that are important to the study of business law—it’s the ideal
text for your one- or two-semester undergraduate course in Business Law. This
text provides a better teaching and learning experience—for you and your
students. Here’s how: Tailor the material to your specific course with the Custom
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Database option. Draw students into the material with a rich selection of cases.
Address issues critical to the field of business law today.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places,
and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all
of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online
comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys:
9780132664370 .
Essentials of Business Law, 1e takes a balanced approach and covers both the Contracts and
the Regulatory material that is crucial for Business Law professions. It is light on Contracts,
making it more appropriate for those who want a briefer, less expensive book that still covers
all the topics. KEY TOPICS: Business decisions; online commerce & Internet law; business
ethics; international law; contemporary environment and non internet-related legal issues; and
landmark cases which highlight the most important cases and statutes that have shaped the
law in the United States. MARKET: For those currently practicing in legal and/or business
environments.
Contains a wealth of material that reinforces the text's coverage, including a macro view with
an outline of major topics, a micro view with a concise summary of all details from each
chapter, and three levels of discussion questions basic recall, application, and critical thinking.
For courses in Business Law. Examining Business Law Through Real Cases Business Law:
Legal Environment, Online Commerce, Business Ethics, and International Issues is an
engaging text that teaches readers about the workings of business law by examining real case
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studies and examples. The material explores core issues in both national and international
business law in depth while remaining brief and concise. The Ninth Edition has been updated
with a wealth of new cases from the U.S. Supreme and Federal Courts for readers to
investigate, as well as new examples of environmental, digital and international business legal
cases. An exploration of ethics takes business law education a step further by teaching
readers how to practice justly. Illustrated with beautiful imagery, Business Law uses tangible
examples that readers will be able to reference in their future careers to introduce readers to
this important topic. Also Available with MyBusinessLawLabTM This title is available with
MyBusinessLawLab--an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work
with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its structured environment,
students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study
plan that helps them better absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. NOTE:
You are purchasing a standalone product; MyBusinessLawLab does not come packaged with
this content. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyBusinessLawLab
search for: 0134528743/ 9780134528748 Business Law: Legal Environment, Online
Commerce, Business Ethics, and International Issues Plus MyBusinessLawLab with Pearson
eText -- Access Card Package (1-semester) Package consists of: 0134004000 /
9780134004006 Business Law: Legal Environment, Online Commerce, Business Ethics, and
International Issues 0134447336 / 9780134447339 BusinessLawLab with Pearson eText -Access Card -- for Business Law: Legal Environment, Online Commerce, Business Ethic, and
International Issues (1-semester)
Présentation de l'éditeur : "Business Law: Legal Environment, Online Commerce, Business
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Ethics, and International Issues is an engaging text that teaches students about the workings
of business law by examining real case studies and examples. The material explores core
issues in both national and international business law in depth while remaining brief and
concise. The Ninth Edition has been updated with a wealth of new cases from the U.S.
Supreme and Federal Courts for students to investigate, as well as new examples of
environmental, digital and international business legal cases. An exploration of ethics takes
business law education a step further by teaching students how to practice justly. Illustrated
with beautiful imagery, Business Law uses tangible examples that students will be able to
reference in their future careers to introduce students to this important topic."
Combining current coverage with a student-friendly modular format, BASIC FINANCE: AN
INTRODUCTION TO FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS, INVESTMENTS & MANAGEMENT, 11E
introduces the three primary aspects of finance and examines how they are interrelated to give
students a firm foundation in all of finance--not just corporate finance. Each chapter offers a
concise, self-contained treatment of one or two finance concepts, or institutions easily covered
in a single class period. Students can build on what they learn through the text's Internet
resources, number problems, illustrations using financial calculators, and a Microsoft Excel
appendix. The time value of money is emphasized throughout. The 11th Edition includes
numerous self-help problems with answers and relationships with answers, new coverage of
classes of stock/preferred stock, new sections on Internet sources of information, and updated
tax laws. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
p>Contemporary Employment Law, Fourth Edition, is a straightforward approach to learning
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the legal essentials of managing a modern workforce, through a practical, balanced discussion
of employment and labor law. Designed for a one-semester course that covers the major
aspects of employment and discrimination law, the text begins by identifying the differences
between employees and independent contractors. In a three-part format, the authors cover the
Employment Relationship, Equal Opportunity Laws, and Employee Protections and Benefits.
The text is written with the student in mind, with interesting examples, concept summaries,
modern topics and issues, and a clearly written narrative approach to the material. The revised
Fourth Edition continues to provide the information students need in a practical and
contemporary text. New to the Fourth Edition: New summary charts provide helpful overviews
of complex topics: Recruitment, Selection, and Testing at the end of Chapter 2 Remedies for
Discrimination Claims at the end of chapter 4 Post Hire Employment Discrimination Claims at
the end of Chapter 5 Leaves of Absence at the of Chapter 11 Wage and hour claims at the end
of Chapter 14 WARN Mass Layoffs and Plant Closures at the end of Chapter 14 The most upto-date developments in employment law, with new statutes, regulations, and Supreme Court
cases, including those on gender orientation and transgender status. An updated glossary
which makes it easier for students to find definitions of the important terms discussed in the
text. Updated forms. Professors and student will benefit from: Rich pedagogical design
Landmark as well as current cases, edited to give attention to the key points while using the
actual language of the court in its decision Every briefed case includes thought provoking
Focus on Ethics questions Sample forms used in employment law and human resource
practice are placed throughout the text and enable students to appreciate how a concept is
applied in the real world. Practice problems for exam review that facilitate student learning
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Teaching materials Include: Instructor’s Manual Test Bank PowerPoints

For one/two-semester courses in Business Law. Exceptionally comprehensive and
praised for its writing style and accessibility this text offers longer cases (edited), with
more actual language of the court and includes numerous business-oriented features
that make the course more relevant to future managers. It focuses on ethics, social
responsibility, contemporary business, application issues, international law, and on the
revolution that the Internet and electronic commerce have brought to business and
society around the world.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access
codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. Visually
engaging, enticing and current examples with an overall focus on business. Business
Law continues to be the most engaging text for readers by featuring a visually
appealing format with enticing and current examples while maintaining its focus on
business. Readers will learn business law, ethics, and the legal environment in a way
that will encourage them to ask questions and go beyond basic memorization.
For undergraduate courses in the Legal Environment of Business. Cutting edge cases
and comprehensive coverage of the legal environment of business. The Legal
Environment of Business: Online Commerce, Ethics, and Global Issues examines how
the current legal environment, government regulation, and e-commerce environment
impact today's business decisions. The cases in this text are cutting-edge, exciting, and
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engaging, and the reasoning of each case is presented in the language of the court.
The Eighth Edition is updated with all new cases, statutes, and features.
Shadowman, realizing that Saint George's army is headed toward the center of London,
has raced ahead to warn the kids of the impending disaster. He knows that he has to
make them understand--somehow--that they are going to have to work together. This
means that Nicola and her kids at the Houses of Parliament, David and his kids at
Buckingham Palace, Matt at St. Paul's, General Jordan Hordern and his troops at the
Tower of London, the squatters in St. James Park, and all the kids at the Natural
History Museum must unite. But will they do it in time? The book culminates in a
massive pitched battle in Hyde Park. How will it play out? Who will be the winners and
who the losers? One thing is certain: this series will not go out with a whimper!
Exceptionally reader-friendly, this full-color introduction to contemporary business law
offers full coverage and clear explanations of traditional business law topics AND
addresses the legal environment in which business must operate. Over 100 enrichment
boxes focus on contemporary, ethical, and international issues, and over 150
contemporary cases provide examples of the application of the law. Coverage includes
the legal ramifications of the Internet and technology; contract formation and
commercial law; contract performance and international trade; intellectual property
rights including the exploding multimedia market and its legal implications; equal
opportunity employment including the latest discussion of diversity in the workforce;
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ethics and social responsibility of business; product liability; and more. For those
currently practicing in legal and/or business environments.
A student aid designed to facilitate learning by enforcing key concepts. Each chapter
contains a chapter overview, a list of objectives, and an explanation of the practical
applications of each chapter. Also included is a "helpful hints" section and a practice
quiz in addition to several exercises.
For courses in Paralegal (Introduction), Legal Concepts for Paralegals. Written by an
award-winning author team, The Paralegal Professional: Essentials Version, 3e
provides a solid foundation in concept knowledge and analytical skills. Using chapter
opening vignettes, ethical perspectives, advice from the field, and chapter exercises, it
develops real-world skills needed to be successful in a paralegal career. This edition
features new video case studies andParalegals in Practice boxes that bring the world of
the paralegal closer to the classroom. Its continued emphasis on technology and ethics
shows what it means to be a professional in the field.
NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to ensure you select the correct ISBN.
Several versions of the MyLab(TM)and Mastering(TM) platforms exist for each title, and
registrations are not transferable. To register for and use MyLab or Mastering, you may also
need a Course ID, which your instructor will provide. Used books, rentals, and purchases
made outside of Pearson If purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson, the
access codes for the MyLab platform may not be included, may be incorrect, or may be
previously redeemed. Check with the seller before completing your purchase. For
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undergraduate courses in the legal environment of business. This ISBN is for the MyLab
combo card, which includes the MyLab access card, Pearson eText, and loose-leaf print
edition (delivered by mail). Cutting-edge cases and comprehensive coverage of the legal
environment of business The Legal Environment of Business: Online Commerce, Ethics, and
Global Issues examines how the current legal and e-commerce environments, and government
regulations impact today's business decisions. The cases in this text are cutting-edge, exciting,
and engaging, and the reasoning of each case is presented in the language of the court. The
9th Edition has been updated with all new cases, statutes, and questions, so students have the
opportunity to not only learn about the law, but also apply it to their personal and professional
lives. Personalize learning with MyLab Management By combining trusted author content with
digital tools and a flexible platform, MyLab personalizes the learning experience and improves
results for each student.For example, Mini Sims put students in professional roles and give
them the opportunity to apply course concepts and develop decision-making skills through realworld business challenges.
For one of two semester undergraduate courses in Business Law. This text explains
contemporary business law with stories that stick, so students move beyond memorization to a
greater conceptual understanding of the field.
For one/two-semester courses in Business Law. Exceptionally comprehensive and praised for
its writing style and accessibility this texts offers longer edited cases, with more of the actual
language of the court renderings. It includes numerous business-oriented features that make
the course relevant to future managers and integrates throughout ethics and social
responsibility, international, contemporary business issues, and e-commerce in every morsel of
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the text.
A less-expensive grayscale paperback version is available. Search for ISBN 9781680923018.
Business Law I Essentials is a brief introductory textbook designed to meet the scope and
sequence requirements of courses on Business Law or the Legal Environment of Business.
The concepts are presented in a streamlined manner, and cover the key concepts necessary
to establish a strong foundation in the subject. The textbook follows a traditional approach to
the study of business law. Each chapter contains learning objectives, explanatory narrative and
concepts, references for further reading, and end-of-chapter questions. Business Law I
Essentials may need to be supplemented with additional content, cases, or related materials,
and is offered as a foundational resource that focuses on the baseline concepts, issues, and
approaches.
With its real-world business-orientated approach, Business Law has been fully updated in line
with the Companies Act 2006, and also streamlined to address the needs of today's student of
this fascinating and fast-moving subject. Providing a salient introduction to law in a business
context, this is a valuable learning companion.
For one or two semester undergraduate and graduate business law courses. Visually
engaging, enticing and current examples with an overall focus on business. Business Law
continues to be the most engaging text for students and professors by featuring a visually
appealing format with enticing and current examples while maintaining its focus on business.
Students will learn business law, ethics, and the legal environment in a way that will encourage
them to ask questions and go beyond basic memorization. This edition of Business Law
includes over 40 new cases, an up-to-date photo program, several new enticing discussion
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topics such as "Entrepreneurship: The Founding of Facebook", "Ethics: Animal Testing", and
Paul McCartney's Divorce, brief and easy-to-read chapters and cases, new on-line research
activities, 25 new ABC news clips and a revised testbank with 500 new questions.
NOTE: This edition features the same content as the traditional text in a convenient, three-holepunched, loose-leaf version. Student Value Editions also offer a great value; this format costs
significantly less than a new textbook. Before purchasing, check with your instructor or review
your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. For Student Value Editions
that include MyLab(tm) or Mastering(tm), several versions may exist for each title -- including
customized versions for individual schools -- and registrations are not transferable. In addition,
you may need a Course ID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use MyLab or
Mastering platforms. For courses in business law. Examining business law through real cases
By teaching through real case studies and beautiful illustrations, Business Law engages
readers and helps them to retain the core issues in national and international business law
they will need for their careers. The 10th Edition has been updated with a wealth of new cases
from the US Supreme and Federal Courts for students to investigate, as well as new examples
of ethical, environmental, and international law business legal cases. Also available with
MyLab Business Law MyLab(tm) is the teaching and learning platform that empowers you to
reach every student. By combining trusted authors' content with digital tools and a flexible
platform, MyLab personalizes the learning experience and improves results for each student.
NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyLab(tm) Business Law does not come
packaged with this content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyLab Business
Law, ask your instructor to confirm the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors,
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contact your Pearson representative for more information. If you would like to purchase both
the loose-leaf version of the text and MyLab Business Law, search for: 0134831446 /
9780134831442 Business Law, Student Value Edition Plus MyLab Business Law with Pearson
eText -- Access Card Package, 10/e Package consists of: 0134728939 / 9780134728933
MyLab Business Law with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Business Law 0134729064 /
9780134729060 Business Law, Student Value Edition

For the one-semester course in the Legal Environment of Business. This text
represents the single most up-to-date book available for the Legal Environment course.
Combining straightforward language, a wealth of relevant applications, and the most
current and engaging cases, Cheeseman examines how the current government
regulations and environment impact today's business decisions. All cases are
summarized by the author. Internet and Cyberspace Law special-interest boxes Focuses on law involving the Internet, computer law, telecommunications law, and
cyberspace law. Superior critical legal thinking approach - Incorporates this effective
approach into four components of the text - in-chapter discussions (see Ch. 1); caseending critical legal thinking questions; chapter-ending critical legal thinking cases; and
chapter-ending suggested critical legal thinking writing assignments. Superior
international coverage - Emphasizes international topics throughout the text, including
dedicated chapters on legal systems of the world and critical legal thinking; international
law and dispute resolution; contract performance and international trade; corporations
and conducting business in fore
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Pack your cutlass and blunderbuss--it's time to go a-pirating! The Invisible Hook takes
readers inside the wily world of late seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century pirates.
With swashbuckling irreverence and devilish wit, Peter Leeson uncovers the hidden
economics behind pirates' notorious, entertaining, and sometimes downright shocking
behavior. Why did pirates fly flags of Skull & Bones? Why did they create a "pirate
code"? Were pirates really ferocious madmen? And what made them so successful?
The Invisible Hook uses economics to examine these and other infamous aspects of
piracy. Leeson argues that the pirate customs we know and love resulted from pirates
responding rationally to prevailing economic conditions in the pursuit of profits. The
Invisible Hook looks at legendary pirate captains like Blackbeard, Black Bart Roberts,
and Calico Jack Rackam, and shows how pirates' search for plunder led them to
pioneer remarkable and forward-thinking practices. Pirates understood the advantages
of constitutional democracy--a model they adopted more than fifty years before the
United States did so. Pirates also initiated an early system of workers' compensation,
regulated drinking and smoking, and in some cases practiced racial tolerance and
equality. Leeson contends that pirates exemplified the virtues of vice--their self-seeking
interests generated socially desirable effects and their greedy criminality secured social
order. Pirates proved that anarchy could be organized. Revealing the democratic and
economic forces propelling history's most colorful criminals, The Invisible Hook
establishes pirates' trailblazing relevance to the contemporary world.
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Designed for concise courses in Business Law, this one-semester book employs all of
the features found in books written for the traditional two-semester course. It features
superior cases that grab and retain readers' attention as well as Working the Web
sections in each chapter, offering students the opportunity to explore websites relevant
to legal studies in business.
For one of two semester undergraduate courses in Business Law. Go beyond rote
memorization. Contemporary Business and Online Commerce Law presents business
law, ethics, and the legal environment in a way that will spur students to ask questions
and go beyond rote memorization. The seventh edition emphasizes coverage of online
law and e-commerce as key parts of the legal environment as well as today's social,
ethical, and international issues that are important to the study of business law.
Recognized for accurate, relevant, and straightforward coverage, BUSINESS LAW
AND THE REGULATION OF BUSINESS, 12E illustrates how legal concepts apply to
common business situations. The book's comprehensive, yet succinct, approach
provides a depth of coverage ideal for business success and CPA exam preparation
without technical jargon. The text includes both landmark and recent cases with the
facts and decision summarized for clarity, while the opinion is carefully edited to
preserve the language of the court. More than 220 figures, tables, diagrams, concept
reviews, and chapter summaries clarify concepts. All key legal terms are clearly defined
and explained. In addition, each chapter is carefully organized with numerous
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illustrative hypothetical and case examples that relate content to real-life experiences.
Numerous critical-thinking features further strengthen readers’ analytical skills.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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